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SUMMARY

In this report a jorrnula jor calculating the induced drag of naultiplanes with end plates is
dericed. ?%e frictional drag of the end plates is also calculated approximately. It is shown that
the reduction of the induced drag, when end plates are used, is .st.@iciently large to increase tfie
eficiency of the un”ng.

Curres .s7iowing the reduction of drag for monoplanes and biplanes are constructed; the in$uence
oj gap-chord ratio, aspect ratio, and height of end plate are dk’errnintd for typical’ cases. T%e
method of obtaining the reduction of drag for a multilane is described.

(comparisons are made of caktdated and e.rperimental reswlts obtained in ux”nd tunnel tests
with airjoik of various aspect ratios and end plates of rarious sizes. The agreement Mveen cal-
culated and experimental resuk is good.

Analysis of i%e experimental resukt shows that the shape and section of the end plates are
imports nt.

INTR%DECTIOX

The end pIates which are deaIt with in this report are fins or shieIds -which are atkwlwd
to the tips of airfoils; the plane of the fln is perpendimdar to the span of the airfoil. The purpose
of this dwiee is to ser=reas a barrier to the flow aIo~~ the span and around the tips of the airfoil.
This flow in a vertical plane containing the span is usually ded the transverse flow. By

.—

obstructing this transverse flaw- its kinetic energy is diminished and as a consequence the
induced drag of the airfoil is thereby reduced.

From -wind t.unneI tests made at Gottingen (Reference I) and at the Ik&ey Xlemorkd
Aeronautical Laboratory (Reference 2), it has bee~ learned that the induced drag may be
materially reduced by the use of end p~ates. The reduction of the induced drag exGeeds the
additional frictional drag of the end plates which -were used in these tests for all but small
vaIues of &he lift Goeffieients.

The German Lests were amdyzed but the method of analysis gives no direct information
on the vaIue of the frictional drag of the end p~ates. The Ameriean tests have not been pre-
viously analyzed.

ln this report a formuIa for calculating the induced drag of multipIanes with end pIates is
derived. The induced drag is eaktda~ed by tinding the kinetic energy of the transverse HOW
using the method of conformal transformation. The induced drags of the monoplane and
bipIane with end plates are found as special cases of this general formula.

.—

The formuIa for the monopIane is used to caku]ate the reductions of drag for the airfoils
tested at ● G6t tin,gen and the Langley MemoriaI Aeronautical Laboratory. Clomps.risen of
calculated and experimental resxdts for airfoils of -rarious aspect ratios with end plates of various
sizes are made. Curves ilkstrating the tohd reduction of drag for monoplanes and bipIanss
are constructed; the influence of such major factors as gap-chord ratio, aspect ratio, and height
of end plates is determined. In aU cases the frictional drag of the end pIates is considered in -
calculating the tot al drag.
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INDUCED DR.4G OF A MULTIPLANE WITH END PLATES

The longitudinal projection of the muItiplane consists of equal, parallel st.raightilines.
The same projection of the end plates will aIso be considered as straight lines whose directions
are at right-angles to the projection of the multilane elements.

The induced angle of attack and consequently the induced drag depend upon the induced
dowmwash. It is sui%cienti theh for the purpose in hand to consider the transverse flow in a
vertical plane at right angles to the air stream.

This two-dimensional transverse flow may be determined in severaI ways. In this report
it has been obtained by using the method of conforrna] transformation. The rectilinear polygon
bounding the longitudinal projection of the wings and end plates is transformed into a single
straight line. The flow around such a line is well known.

Let the plane of khe lines with end pieces be the ylane of a complex variable z as shown
in Figure 1. The mid-point of the system of lines is at the origin and the direction of the lines
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-i/k -I-c~e ].,jk f f-plane is effected by means of the
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I f= f+’r’q

theorem usually called the Schwarz-
Christoffel theorem. According to this

I theorem, if z =Z + iy and t = ~+ in then

Fm.l.—Confm’mcdrepresentation of biplane with end plates ~ any po~ygon bounded by straight lines
in the z-plane can be transformed into

the axis of i, points inside the polygon corresponding to points on one side of the axis of ~.
The transformation is

(1)

where al, at, . . . . am are internal angles of the polygon in the z-plane and &, &, . . . ~~ are
the points on the axis of .$that--correspond to the angular points of the polygon in the a-plane
and A is a real constant.

In our application we shall consider the polygon – ~ABCDEF+O in thez-pIane as
transformed into the upper half of the t-plane. By the theory if the point $= w be talien to ,

correspond with one. corner of the polygon the corresponding factor in the expression for dz/df
is omitted. Also we may choose three values of &arbitrarily since a polygon similar to a given
polygon of 7J sides may be constructed by means of n – 3 reIations between the sides.

We shaIl accordingly choose the three points as fojlows:

D F“-~

to 1’=

Then to the points E and G will correspond the values &=C and $=;, respectively, The
transformation is then found in the form ,

‘=ad@’~’z-iY”(2)

where a is a real constant.
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We may integrate (2) by substitut&g t= ww (mod. k). mu denotes am eIIiptic function
and from the relations given in textbooks OBthese functiorts we find,

‘=fk’”’-”(’-col+col+’(3)

Here Z (a) is Jacobi’s zetikfumct.ion.
The correspondence between the -rarious points is exhibited in the following table:

A B c! D E 1? G~

Z,–h’, –h’+ihr, –h + W, {b’, li+ib’ 7 lb’ +il)’, h’, ~

t, – 1/2, –1, — c, 0, c, 1, I/i?, ~

cd, — E+ ilr, – K, — (d. 0, ~e7 K, ~+ i~’, ~~’ .

K and E me the compIete elliptic integrak of the fist and second kind, K’ being the complete
eIIiptic integraI of the fist kind for the comodulus P (W= I – E).

Since c = m CJo we may now use the relation 1 –~– P W’ w,= Z’ (COO). This reIation is

ako found in textbooks on eL1.ipticfunctions. The prim: accent indicates differentiation with
respect to the wiriabIe CO. We then have

z=; [–a Z’ (uO) +2 (a]] + P, u and ,fIconstants. (4)

Using (4) and the correspondence given in the tabIe we ha~e the following equations:

~ [–%2’ (%)+-2(CL%)]+f?=h+ib’ [5)

; [–K-Z’ (WJ]+l?=h’+m’ (6)

f [– (E+i.ZK’)Z’ (w)] –&+-g=h.’ (7)

Solvi~g these we have:

h =; [z (Wa)– co.z’ (cd,)];‘iv =/3

h’= –; [(K) z’ ((0,)]

h’ – Kz’ (WJ
F=

K’ Z’ ((JO)+ fi (9)

(10) .

(12)

-.
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The transverse fiow around the Iines with end pieces is parallel to the red axis at infinit,y
in the z-plane, the direction of flow at infinity being in the direction of the posi~ive x-axis. The
potential function for this flow is more easiIy expressed_.in terms of t. It. is O,= pi + i+, = a l’t,
where 17is the velocity of the flow in the z-plane at a great distance from the origin.

If we superimpose on this flow one whose potential_function is Q, = _- ~~ w-e shall have the
potential function for ~he fIowr set up by the motion of the lines in ‘a fluid otherwise at rest.
The Iines will move in the direction of the positive real axis in the z-plane with a constant
velocity Y.

To find the kinetic energy we evaluate the integral

The path of integration, L, is the c~mpIete boundary of the wing,_ P is the reaI part of (a U – T’s),
&p.
~ IS the normal velocity component along the boundary and ds is the element of length of the

boundary. We ha-re

‘=’; “ga’~ [K’+*) -“1
By using again the reIatioa 1 – ~– PC8= Z’ (w) as wxJI as equations (10) and (11), we have

T=; p P
45’ (K+ K’-/’)’ 2E

[
_&.fL

T K (&h7) 1
This may be written T= ~ p 17$.4-Wwhere

.

A,, =
41)’S (K-i- K’y)’ E

n- [ 2 Z– ‘“- I&r. -K’y)1

(13)

(14)

Prandtl (Reference 4, p. 48} has show~ tha~ if it is assumed that all air particIes within an air
stream of cross sectional area A,j~ are uniformly deflected downward by the wing and all outside
are not- deflected, then the correct- Iift and the correct work due to the induced drag are obtained
by application of the impulse theorem and the energy theorem. Doctor Zahm has suggested
that AA{ be called the area of tie equivalent air stream and this term wiIl be used throughout
the report.

.&s the minimum induced drag of the wing system is known to be Dt =4yLA~w, where L is

the lift and g the dynamic pressure, it may be computed by using equation (~4).’”

THE MONOPLANE ‘WITH END PLATES

The zrea of the equivalent air stream of the monoplane with end pktes is found from
(14) by setting 7=0.

“’=?($’:’?

If the span is b we have “-’’=+k”]”] (15)

This reduces when h’= h= O to
●

A.,, =$ which is know-n to be correct.

The ratio of the area of the equivalent air stream of the monoplane to that of the muno-
plane with end p] ates is

‘=44”2) (1(3)
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Values of R were caksdated in the folIowing manner: When 7 = O, Z’ (aa) = O, and ~o -was then
found from a table of efiptic functions (Reference 5) after the ruoduhs k had been arbitrary
assigned. } is usualIy expressed as the sine of a modukr angle, 8. Then 2h/3 and R were calcu-
lated using equations (8) and (16).

Table 1 contains the values of R for -rarious ~alues of 2h/6. The quantity J as gken by
L~$@ (Reference 2) is rektted to B by the equation

The -raIue of R obtained by using the approximate formula

0
J=~-!-O.6515 ~ is also gi-ren @ Table I.

Let us consider nom an airfoil whose span is 6 and chord c. We shaII assume that the longi-
tudinal projection of the airfoil is a straight Iine. The width of the end plate is taken as a chord
lagth where no statement to the contrary jS made. The coefficient of minimum induced drag
is then

Using (16) this may be written

The use of end pIates i~troduces
designated D, and is given by

(?. =Iiftcoef%cient

S= area of wing.

m additional frictional

1). = C=qLs’

(17)

drag. This fricttionaI dmg may be

The end plates acfi as airfoils so that. (7Pis a drag coefbient and S’ is the area of the t~o end
plates.

The difference of total drag coeflkient, C~, and profile drag coefEcient, C~P, is

CD–C.p=y$++
c.%

The same expression for a wing without end p~ates is ~.

a given set of end plates we subtrac~ these two expressions.
have

To determine the actual gain -with

If we call this difference ~C., we
.—

lf the width of the end plate is a chord length and the height 2fi, then

s’_ 4c7i_4h
E–-X-T

Then

.

If we use

we have

(18)
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From this the reduction of drag for a given end plate may be easily found. Figure 2 shows
parabolas obtained from (20) by using a fixed value of bt~fl, C~, and different sizes of end pltites.
I?or smaller values of &/iS the slopes of the parabolas increase but the intersection points on
the vertical axis m-e not sdtered. There is consequently a greater average reduction of drag for
the smalIer vaIues of b2/~ over the usual range of values of the lift coefficient=

ANALYSIS OF WIND TUNNEL “RESULTS

The Gottingen tests (Reference 1) were made with single airfoils. The end piatcs were
flat and of various shapes and sizes. Two aspect ratios were used, 8/3 and 413. In the analysis
made of these tests the frictional drag of the end plates was not sctually calculated. In this
report this quantity has been calculated approximately.

Figures 3, 4; and 5 show the results of the Gotthgen tests, for aspect ratio 8/3, in the
form of polar curves. In each case except for end plate 3, Figure 4, the reduction of drag was
computed from formuhi (19) using the appropriate value of aspect ratio, ratio of length of end
plate to span and area of end plates. In the case of end plate 3, since the end of the wing was
only partially shielded, an average height of the plate, over the chord, was used, The value
of CL which gave the best ameement for the frictional drag of the end dates is 0.0140.

.Cls

.04

.03

.0[

.02

AC’ m II

-.0[ — -

/.o /.2 1.4
CL

This ~alculated re~ucfion of drag was th&
laid off on each diagram startfig from the polar
obtained when using the wing without end
p]ates. ~.nfortmnately, no tabular Values of
drag and lift coefficients were given .~ the
Gottingen report. Consequently, no accurate
comparisons of calculated and observed reduc-
tion of drag could be made.

@ the whole, the agreement between cal-
culate.d and observed reductions of drag is
good for that portion of the polar curve whrre
the angIes of attack are smalIer than the
burbling angle. The use of a partial end plate
such as end plate 3 is not satisfactory. ~1 this
instance the “disturbance of flow around the end
of the wing apparently increases the frictional
drag.at Iow values of CL and the reduction of

FIG. 2.—iWonop18newith end Plates. CWxfaterl reduction of drag, drag is not-as great at the higher values of CL. .

ACD, against lift COWTiCifXk fOr VariOUS VdUtX Of 2h/b. Zh=height Of The American tests (Reference 2) were
end plate. b=span. Aspect @iO, 6. Drag cwfficient, CF=G.01

made at the Langley IMernorial Aeronautical
Laboratory. Single airfoils, wing section N. A. C. .A. 73, with aspect ratio 6 viere used in
these tests. ” Only two plates, one circular, the other tra.pezoidaI} were tried. These plates wero
streamlined and conseque”ntIy the value of OF to be used in making the calculations is difTerent.
The value 0.008 (Reference 1) proved satisfactory.

The results of these tests are shown graphically in Figures 6 and 7. The reduction of drag
was calculated as before, ~I? only being changed in ~’alue. Since tabular values are available
much closer comparison could be made. The calculated and observed reductions of drag are
shown in tabrdar form in Table 11, and graphically in Figures 6, 7, and 8. The agreement is
good, considering that we have only an approximation to the acutal “reduction in consequence
of the simplifying assumptions made in the ‘calculations.

Comparing the t~vo series of tests we see that theory and experiment show a larger reduc-
tion of drag for smaller aspect ratios. The use of end plates with good aerodynamical profile
sections is preferable since this reduces the drag for all values of CL. This is ihstrated by the

two series of tests studied; in one the coefficient is 0.014, and in the other 0.008.
The agreement between calculated and observed reductions of drag in the American tests

suggests using an end plate of given area in the best possible way. Since the use of the entire
height of the trapezoidal end plate (fig. 6) in the formula gave calculated results agreeing very
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FIG. 10,—Biplanes with endplate.s. Calculated reduction of drag, ACo, plotted
against IiftcoefEcient focvarious wduesofh[G. %=height ofend plate. 2f7=
gap. Span/chord=6. Gap/chord=O.6. Drag coefficient, C.n=O.01

FIG, lI.—Bipkmes with errdph!tes. Calcukted reduction of drag, A.~D, fio(ted

against IiftcOefficient forv8rious v&kesofh/ff. 2fz=height of errdplatc. 20=
gap, Span;ctrord=6. Clap/chord=M’l. Dragcoefficient, C%=O.01
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FIG. 12.—Bip1ancswith end plates. t7fdcu1ztcdrerlucthmofdr8g, ~~D,

plotted against lift coefficientfor various vrducsof MU. 21-height O(
end plate. 2G=getp. Spankhord=& Gap/cIrord=l.40. Drag cAfl-
cient, CJ.=0.01

well with observed results, it appears that an end plate of a given are~j and therefore basing
a fixed frictional drag, may have a greater effect on the drag in one shape than in another.
In particular, the tests and calculations with this end plate make it seem pIausible tha~ the
greater part of the restriction of the transverse flow occurs over the forward portion of the
span and that a shape which has greater height in the portion nearer the leading edge is advan-
tageous to-use.

hTagel (Reference 1) has stated that the reduction of drag when using end pl~tes, doe: not
equal the corresponding reduction obtained when tlle=span is increased by an amount equal to
the sum of the heights of the end plates. The reason for adding to the span an amount equal
to the total height of end plates is not quite evident, The addition to the spnn might UISOho
made, with as good reason, by adding to the wing area the sum of the areas of the two end
plates. Such a comparison is.shown graphically in Figure 9. The polar curve of an ~irfoil is
shown compared with the computed polar curves when end plates al% added to the wing and
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when the wing area is increased by an amount equaI to the tot.aI area of the end pIates. The .

comparison was made using the same drag coefficimt for the end pIates as for the additional
wing a<ea. The results do not ditfer much.

CMXULATED REDUCTION OF DRAG FOR MULTIPLANES WITH END PLATES

The method w-W be used to cahdate first the reduction of drag for a biplane. The area of
the equivalent air stream for a biplane with end pIates is given by equation (14). The end
plates must have heights equal to or greater than the gap of the biplane, for otherwise the flow
would change to such an Extent that (14) wouId no Ionger hold. This formula reduces when
h= h’, that is, when the end pIate has a height equaI to the gap of the biplane, to one which has
been previously deri~ed (Reference 6). It is evident. from the correspondence of ~alues between
z, t and a that when

Ii=h’, UO=K, Z (roO)=O and Z’ (~,)= l–$–li=.

For a span b this reduces to

A,K=”q” ~1 ?;: ~f

which is the value previously found.
The expression for reduction of drag is derived in a manner quite simiIar to that used for

the monopIane. Ke find

.

6 =span of biplane. -
c=chord.

(7. = lift coefEcient.
d.~ = area of the equivalent air stream of a biplane without end plates.
AX, = area of the equivalent air stream of a biplane with end pIates.

C,= drag coefficient of end plates.
~~= h&ght of end pIat.e (width assumed to be c).

If we introd~ce Prandtl’s ratio x = ~~~ and a sidar ratio

The value of ~1 depends on both the gap fchord ratio and the ration of height of end pIate to gap.
The former ratio is ~ and has been chosen in each calculation. The calculations were made in ..—
the foJlowing manner:

~

(a) Z’ (~,) was found from Z’ (co,) == ~K~ ~ ~,, r after 7 has been arbitrarily assigned.
. . .

(b) From dn’u,=~+- Z’ (w,), u, was found wsing the table of dliptic functions (Reference 4).

XL Z (w) —CLIO~’ (CJO)was caIc~at.ed next.
(c) The value of ~=

: + E’z’ (&lo)~~

[ 1(d) ~~, = b~(K~K’T)’ 2 &WS - 2 Z’ (w) was e-raluated thm qtite easily.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the calculated reductions of drag for span/chord of 6 and
gap/chords of 0.6, l.Oj ~d 1-4. In each ease the following values of Ii/h’ were used; L/h’=
1, ~, ~, 6 and, as in FigWe ~, the ~a]ue (JF= .O1 was used as it represents w average VahIe of ~=.
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.

The curves Wustrate how properties of end pIates affect biplanes of various proportions.
The increase of drag at lower values. of (7Lis considerably less than i~isfor larger vaIues of
gap/chord while the reduction of dragj especially when larger plates arc used, is reIat.ively large.

The reduction of drag persists at the higher values of (7Lfor plates which are quite large,
so large as to be useless in practice.

The method us.e.din calculating the effect of end plates for bipIanes may be used for multi-
planes. Formula (22) would differ only as far as z is concerned. This quantity may be ca-
lculated, bowel-er (Reference 7), and the reductions of drag for muItipIanes may be calculated
in precisely the same manner as that just described and carried out for biplanes.

~ONf2LUS10NS

Calculations show that the induced drag of monopIa.nes and multiplanes may be decreased
by attaching end plates to the ends of the wing. The frictiona~ drag of the end plates may be
calculated approximately. The reduction of the induced drag exceeds the additional frictional
drag due to the end pIates at all but small values of the lift. For given dimensiom of wings
and end pIates the reduction of drag Iess the frictional drag of the end pIates varies directly
as the square of the absolute lift coefficieui. The a~erage reduction of drag increases as the
aspect ratio decreases. Calculations and experiments agree quite satisfac~orily for single wings -
equipped with end plates.

Wind tunnel tests show that the coefficient used. in calculating the frictional dr~g of the
end plates may be reduced materially by fairing the end plates. The shape of the end plato
determines to some extent the reduction of induced-drag. Further tests would be necessary
to find end plates of good shape and having at the same time a low drag co~fficient.

Recent experiments hay-e shown that Inutih higher lift coefficients can be obtained than
has been the case up to now with the conventional ahfoils. Since Jhe reduction of drag due .LO
end plates is much greater at the higher vaIues of t,be lift coefficient) the use of end plates
together with the use of means for increasing the bf~ yin resuldig a gateriaI improvement of

.-

the efficiency of the present-day airplane.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL ~ZEONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
~ATIOA~AL ‘.LDVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ilERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, JrA., Janzary .20, 1927.
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TABLE I
Values of R and 2h;% for given values of 0.
R= (area of the equivalent air stream of a monoplane)/(area of the equirdent

with end plates).
2h/b= (height of end pIate)/(span of wing).

0 degrees

70
75
80
85
8S

0.0173
.0311
.0:93
. 0/21
.0996
.133
.173
-222,

. z;

.’433

.541

. 6s6

1: ;;f
L 7s
2.17

0.971
.948
.909
.877
.844
. Soo
. ~51
. 104
.653
. go
. a62
. 50s
.452
.395
.323
.261
.227

NageI’s
formula
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air stream of a monoplane

---1Per cent
difference

+0. 33
.52

L i6
2.05
L 78
2.50
3.47
3.83
3.80 ~
3-77
3.56
3.74
3.15

TABLE 11

OBSERVED .4ND CALCUL.4TED REDUCTION OF DRAG

[Tests made at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. Monoplane, 4 by 24 inches; wing
section, N. .4. C. A. 731

o

.;
3

:4
.5
.6

CD (disk end plates)

Observed I Cakulated
I

–O. 0026

I

–0. 00210
—- oo~o –. 00196
–. 0013 –. 00159
–. 0003
+. 0005
+. 0012
+. 0023
+. 003s

–. 00095
–. 00005
+. 00110
+. 00250

.00412
+. 0064 .00604
+. 0093 -00826
+. 01s0 .01060

—.——

0.974
.951
.925
.895.
.859
. g22
.~t[
. /31
.678
.633
-532
.527
=46S
.401
.321
.252
-217

D&erence of ~ CD (trapezoid~ end plates) Difference oj
obseryed and ob.+rved am

cahxdated ~ calculated
reduction as reduction as
per cent of Observed Calculated

drag
per~~ of

D

+3. 90
+.35

!—2. 40
–4. 60
+3. 15
+.95
—. ’72

z E
+’1. 82
+s. 22

–o. 0010
—. 0007
—.0007
–. 0003
+. 00020

0Q07
+: 0016
+. 0027
+. 0036
;. Cmo
+. 0162

– o-
—.
—.
—.
—.
-E.
1
J_.

~.

,-

+:

00113
00105
000s
00039
0001s
00092
001s3
oo289
00413
00553
0070s

I

–0. 18
– 3-50
–. 83
–. 63
+. 11

– 1.00
–. S2
—. 54

—L 21
+. 83

+ 10.10

—.
.— ,. :—.-.... ~
.- —=-

,...

.,-

.

,—.,-~.

,.. —

. -.
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